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Abstract
The post-Cold War years have witnessed rivalries and cooperation among the players for the Caucasus and Caspian Sea natural resources. The significance of the petrochemical resources of the region was increased by the policies were played for the transportation routes and competition on them. The BTC pipeline project was one of the important alternatives of network route of natural resources of the Caspian region for the western markets in general for the region in particular. The issue became a multi-faced matter in the fields of economic, security, political and diplomatic relations of the regional countries. The paper will discuss the BTC pipeline policies of the involving players’ whys and wherefores of interests.
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Introduction
The disintegration (1991) of Soviet Union led new developments in the former Soviet Republics, and in and around the Caucasus and Caspian region. The newly aroused situations have created opportunities as well as rivalries in many parts of the former Soviet Union. One of these grief rivalries was experienced in the Caucasus and the Caspian Sea region for its natural resources and transporting them to the world markets. (See the map 1: The BTC Pipeline, EIA).¹

Considering the strategic energy issue, one of the regional alliances was made between Turkey, Azerbaijan and Israel in the 1990s. This was a reflection of a new geopolitical reality
of the post-Cold War era. Such alliance fueled the awareness of the sharing and taking the bigger piece of the pie of natural energy resources and transferring into the World market. A number of scholars\(^2\) have drawn their attention to the emergence of the alliances and policies in the region. Alexander Murinson (2008) has discussed in his recent publication the trilateral axis (Azerbaijan-Turkey-Israel) in the post-Cold War era, particularly the issue of energy security.\(^3\) International competition to access secure, cheap and reliable energy resources dramatically increased in the recent decades. The impact of energy needs have influenced on the foreign policy making and practicing of the regional countries. This paper explores how the growing importance of energy security contributed to the formation of the strategic alliances and policies of the involving states in and around the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline. In order to reflect adequately the complexity of the BTC policies in the post Cold War environment, the conceptualization of security is extended beyond military security understanding. This new concept included energy security and transferring networks discoveries and exploration of the natural resources, and related environmental issues.

**Research problem and relevance**

Energy demand and supply is a matter of international security issue. ‘How the international market will guarantee its reliable, cheap and secure energy needs from the sources in general from the Caspian region in particular’ became an important issue for the consumers. The western dependence to the Russian energy resources and its control of the supplying networks became an important matter of the European security. In such circumstances a question arose as ‘how and to some extend the BTC pipeline can possibly play a role in the diversifying of the energy sources and the security of the sustainable and reliable network routes for the west and regional countries?’ ‘What kinds of problems were/are carried out by involving parties for the BTC project’s realization?’ The policies have taken places in the recent past for the BTC might be an indicator for future policies’ direction and implementation of the players for the regional projects and plans in the coming years. ‘What kinds of instruments determined the created policies of the regional countries?’ are directly related regional powers’ interests of economic, political and strategic goals.

The object of the research described in this article is the importance of the BTC pipeline for the regional and international powers’ foreign policies and their security matters. The purpose the paper is to determine the impact of the BTC pipeline and its associate issues on the security and foreign policies on the energy issues of the countries in the region.

The research tasks are set in the article to define the players and their policies on the
construction of the BTC pipeline in particular, energy issue in general.

Theoretical framework: Energy and security issues of the region are discussed. The policies and economic data of oil and gas are analyzed.

Research methodology: Analyzing of scientific literature and collecting data, comparing the information on the subject of various governmental and academic outputs, interpretation of the available materials accordance with the policies carried out. Possible developments and expectations were forecasted according to the events took places in the recent past.

Research results: National, bilateral and multilateral relations were carried out as a result of the consideration of energy security, economic and political interests. The involving countries of the BTC worked to achieve the project while Russia and Iran opposed the plan. Nevertheless, the BTC was achieved despite the difficulties were created by the regional and international players, and with some shortcomings of the respected aims of the project, for the present time.

The BTC synergy in the cross road of its region

![BTC pipeline map](source: BP)

Turkey proposed to construct a pipeline that would deliver Azeri and possible other newly independent Turkish republics’ oil and gas from the Caspian region to the western markets. The BTC pipeline would be geopolitically important for Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey for their economic and political independence from the regional influence, beginning with Russia and Iran. The Jewish authorities in Israel shared the similar perceptions of Turkish stands on regional security issues of energy needs, and supported the realization of the pipeline.
Through the BTC pipeline the existing ethnic and linguistic relations economically and politically will be boosted between Turkey and Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{6} Turkey was the champion to defend the BTC as for an East-West pipeline network from the Caspian to the Western market in the early 1990s. Necdet Pamir’s\textsuperscript{7} strategic vision was ‘to make Turkey as the chief player’ in a global energy hub for delivery of Caspian and Iraq hydrocarbon resources to the West. Turkey already exported Iraqi oil through its oil terminal in Ceyhan about 1.5 to 1.6 million barrels of Iraqi oil a day.\textsuperscript{8} The Turkish authorities’ ambition was to make Ceyhan seaport as one of the top global oil terminal by transporting oil and gas of the new Central Asian Republics with a number of new pipeline projects.\textsuperscript{9} Turkey sought to gain reliable energy sources of oil and gas by accessing to the new Turkish republics in Central Asia starting with Azerbaijan as the main stepping point for further energy resources. The US and Israel supported the Turkish initiative on the energy issue for their own end in the 1990s. For all their pragmatic and strategic reasons, Azerbaijan became the focal point of intensive diplomatic movement of Turkey, the US and Israel.\textsuperscript{10}

An active military-strategic entente between Turkey and Israel was supported by the United States.\textsuperscript{11} This entente further boosted with an economic cooperation which also promoted Azerbaijani independence and economic viability in the Caucasus and the Caspian regions. The US government supported and removed many obstacles standing in the front of the project after 1995. One of the American aims from the outcome of the project was to use Azerbaijan and Turkey as a frontline in the global war against any kind of fundamentalist movements in the region.\textsuperscript{12} There were/are discussion for possible plans among the partners for the extension of the BTC to Israel and even further to the Eastern markets.\textsuperscript{13}

**Transformation of Security**

The post Cold War era changed the concepts of security understanding.\textsuperscript{14} The bipolarity in the world system has shifted and diversified. The new fields of potential rivalries and the concepts of international security understanding were adjusted to the new aroused situation. These might be called to access secure energy resources, environmental sensitivities and biospheric changes in global climate, new ideological threats, the threat of WMD proliferation and their use against civilian population in metropolis cities. The new understandings of threats and comprehensive security have had effects on the relationship of regional countries in general and Turkey in particular with its immediate and regional neighbors. The Turkish-Israeli axis, Turkish-Iranian gas contract, the BTC and other potential pipe line projects were only few developments for Turkey during the 1990s.\textsuperscript{15}
The traditional understanding of security had a dual goal of ‘preserving the integrity of a state’s territory’ and its ‘sovereignty’. Nevertheless there are other definitions of national security as proposed “the capability of a state to deter or counter threats to its three components: territory, society, and regime.” Comprehensive security includes ‘military capabilities, political legitimacy, ethnic, religious and cultural tolerance, economic capabilities, and the availability of essential natural resources’. Energy security is based on a state’s ability to have ‘continued access to sufficient supplies of environmentally safe, reliable and affordable energy, oil, and gas either from sources on its own territory or from sources abroad’. Since globalization has become the dominant force animating the economic reality of the international community, the competition for reliable sources of energy and energy security is at the top of the international agenda. Energy security has become integrally interlinked with the national, regional and international issues.

The Caspian offerings and relevant policies
Azerbaijan’s petrochemical resources in the Caspian shelf in the early 1990s became an energy security and cooperative issues not only for Turkey but also for the neighboring states. Energy security is an important part for the alliances and cooperative developments of the proposed strategic projects in the region. Azerbaijan’s geographic location is highly significant for the world markets as in the east-west passageway to the land-locked Caspian Sea and its petrochemical resources, as well as an important link of a wider possible network on the way to Central Asia’s natural resources. In an energy security issue Israel plays an important role not only for itself but also for the region. The reason for that is the outcome of the Israelis possible role (the Jewish lobby and international Jewish finance organizations) in the formation of the energy policies in the US and the western world.

One of the fundamental anxieties of Israeli leaders was/is access to secure oil and natural gas sources since the main oil-producing countries were Arab and they are opposing to the existence of Israel. The fossil-fuel rich Caspian basin, which was predicted that the total exports of oil would have reached 2 million barrels per day, is (should be) an important source of energy security for Europe and the region. European and American energy requirements and strategic considerations have necessitated an establishment of stable, western-oriented countries and their leaders in the region. Azerbaijan was/is not exempted in the interests of the westerners for western orientation of its leaders and polity. A number of transport and communications routes were developed throughout the Caucasus in order to implement Western policy and to anchor Azerbaijan in the Western-dominated global
economy. This, one way or another led to improved political stability despite with its shortcomings in the region for the Caspian oil. The American sponsored East-West energy corridors and a transportation corridor known as the TRACECA (Europe-Caucasus-Asia project proposed by the European Union) were viewed as guaranteeing the independence and economic viability of Azerbaijan and the Central Asian republics. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) oil pipeline, the Turkmenistan-Turkey natural gas pipeline, and the Azerbaijan-Turkey South Caucasus gas pipeline were the components of the East-West Energy Corridor. The construction of this proposed corridor would allow the West, the Caspian basin countries, as well as Turkey and Israel to benefit from the Caspian energy resources. This corridor somehow aimed to avoid possible obstacles produced by the countries such as Russia, Iran, and Iraq. The relationship among Israel, Turkey, and the US was one of the major factors for the selection of the BTC route, which could be extended to bring oil directly to the energy-deficient Israel and further to the world markets.

Turkey expected to be one of the main beneficiaries of the BTC project, after experiencing dramatic consequences of the politics played for oil in the past decades in the South-western Asian Countries (SWAC). Turkish industry and infrastructural development were affected by the 1973 Oil Embargo and the Wars between Israel and its Arab neighbors. Nevertheless, the Turkish leaders while keeping their promises and obeying international rules, also resisted becoming a satellite of either the US or the Soviet Union during these difficult years. Some kind of independent policies were followed on the foreign policy matters particularly on the Cyprus issue and the SWAC problems. Other than in economic matters, Turkey managed to avoid direct interference in its domestic affairs by the outside world. Despite the Turkish resistance on the formation of its foreign policy, the Turkish energy needs forced the Turks from time to time difficult situation on the relations with Israel and the Arab oil-producing countries. The Turkish economy came very close to total collapse because of severe and enduring shortages of fuel, power and necessary imports in the second half of the 1970s. Turkey had to pay much more for its crude petroleum imports than it received in export earnings from its main oil suppliers, Iraq, Libya, Iran and Saudi Arabia. The Turkish authorities had never forgotten the decades in which they experienced the shortages of energy and tried to avoid from such difficult situation by creation and initiation of the new energy projects in the region.

The Americans eager to secure oil supplies from the Persian Gulf and they value the close cooperative works and allies of the Turkish–Israeli relations as stabilizing elements in their regional strategy in the SWAC during the Cold War years. Turkey began importing natural
gas from Russia and became increasingly dependent on Russian gas since 1987. Turks tried to secure Turkish economy’s energy needs by the construction of the Blue Stream (*Mavi Akım*) project, which has a capacity to pump 565 Bcf per year. It is estimated that the Blue Stream project significantly increased Turkey’s dependence on Russia for natural gas as contracted to import representing %67 by 2006.\(^{31}\) It is criticized the existing contracts and the Turkish authorities are trying to diversify its import sources.

The Caspian oil and gas resources are a potential conflict issue between the neighboring states of the Caspian Sea. Azerbaijan, Iran, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and Russia laid their own claims to the petrochemicals in their prospective sea shelves of the Caspian Sea. Each state has their own intentions and aims to achieve on the natural resources, and its transfers to the world consumer markets. Russia has pursued a dual goal not only in the Caspian region but also between Asia and European networks. Russians wanted to control the largest production share of hydrocarbons of the regions, and the total control over transport routes to the world markets.\(^{32}\) Azerbaijan tried various ways to disentangle its dependence on Russia for delivery of its natural resources as well as political leverages. Nevertheless, Russia succeeded, to some extend, controlling the pipeline infrastructure delivering the Caspian energy to the markets in the mid-1990s. The BTC oil pipeline provided an alternative for Azerbaijan to overcome Russian obstacles. Meanwhile Azeri leaders tried to increase their optimal economic and political gains from the USA and Turkey on the BTC which was to some point expensive overland route for international investors. Nevertheless, the discovery of the world largest natural gas reserve (since 1978) in the Shah Deniz field\(^{33}\) was helpful to decide for the investors to this strategic pipeline. The new gas from the Shah Deniz field will be delivered to the world market through Turkey via the South Caucasus Pipeline (SPC), which will be built parallel to the BTC up to the Turkish gas pipeline network near the town of Horasan.\(^{34}\) The length of the pipeline is expected some 630 miles, including 290 miles in Azerbaijan and approximately 170 miles in both Georgia and Turkey. The estimated cost of the line is $900 million.\(^{35}\) Azerbaijan and its gas reserve became a major player in the Caspian gas business. British Petroleum (BP) is the largest shareholder in the Azerbaijani International Oil Corporation (AIOC). The AIOC decided to use BTC in addition to a Russian pipeline for Azerbaijani oil in 1999.\(^{36}\) Turkey sought to increase the various relations between Turkey and new the Turkish Republics of Central Asia.\(^{37}\) The Turkish leaders expected western support particularly American one for its tie with the new republics. Turkey aimed to access secure energy supplies as well as the country will be the energy transit network center from the origins to
the (western) world consumer markets. It is also argued that the close tie with Azerbaijan will support secular and pro-Western leaning in the ruling elite. This is important for newly independent states while Russia and Iran were working to achieve their ends which might not serve for the western interests. Azerbaijan’s new direction of its regime and its vital natural resources became a major issue between the international discussions and cooperation.  

Turkish lobbying initiatives were assisted by the Jewish lobby for the construction of the BTC pipeline. This will help to boost the relations between Turkey and Israel. The latter needed Turkish support not only for the stands of Israeli existence but also for stabilization of the region for the western interests. Azerbaijan might be one of the best reliable partners for the Turkish as well as Israelis in the region for the various economic, strategic and political reasons. The shared interests might be named as in the economic sphere such as agriculture, industrial developments, telecommunications and geopolitical and strategic aims which might serve for the western interests. It seems Americans approved the multi-vector foreign policy relations between Azerbaijan and their western neighbors, namely Turkey and Israel. All the parties aimed to achieve their goals among the agreed parties. America was going to be able to secure in diversifying its energy sources and exporting its ‘regime change policy’ to the region. Americans’ stall ally Israel was going to transfer its ‘know how’ and its related industrial materials on technical expertise of medicine, agriculture and irrigation to the new republics of Central Asia. Turkey, on the other hand, will be benefiting from American policy as a reliable important partner in the Transcaucasus and Central Asia, in its economic, political and strategic issues. The Azeri authorities expected to cultivate its western tie through an alliance with Turkey and its western leaned partners. It seemed energy was the core issue of these multiparty relations as crucial to access to the Caspian hydrocarbon resources for the western parties.

Nevertheless, there were interest groups such as the Armenian American lobby, who opposed the BTC project as well as American governmental aid to Azerbaijan. The Silk Road Strategy Bill in the US Congress, which included the BTC, was American aid to Azerbaijan to the East-West Energy Corridor. The Armenian lobby conducted a campaign to block the legislation which passed in June 1999. The US found itself in a kind of dilemma on this energy issue: on the one hand, the Armenian lobby influence had to be considered in the US Congress, and Armenia as a country should not be pushed aside for the falling to the Russian hands, on the other, Azerbaijan and the US allies’, Turkey and Israel, had to be considered carefully.

The counter actions of the Turkish and Azeri lobby were supported by the American Jewish
The Turkish authorities were thankful to the Jewish lobby and its community, the B’nai Brith, undertook a prominent role in this lobbying effort. Moreover, after 11 September 2001, the US has revived its securing energy policy by diversification of world hydrocarbon fuel supplies in order to reduce future dependence on Persian Gulf oil. The US aim was fulfilled by the request of Azeri, Turkish and Israelis in the Caucasus.

Regional Energy Need and Requirement for International Cooperation

The rapidly growing Turkish economy have made Turkey a significant regional energy consumer of a secure and sustainable energy which almost totally dependent on importation. Almost %90 of the Turkish oil needs was supplied by the SWAC and Russia. Russians were covering nearly half of the Turkey’s energy consumption. The projections by 2010 due to the Turkish energy requirements will grow from %200 up to %300, which will be a %75 dependence on energy imports. For Israel on the other hand, does not possess significant oil resources and is completely reliant on oil imports. The economic figures indicated that Turkey and Israel require energy from the Caucasus and the Caspian region.

The western and European demands for sustainable and cheap oil and natural gas supplies have grown rapidly in the recent years. These demands and possible threats posed to the oil
resources and their transportation issues led two Gulf Wars in within a decade or so. As the western countries did, Israel supplied its petrochemical needs from oil exporters; Egypt, the North Sea, West Africa and Mexico. Nevertheless, Israel looked for alternatives and shifted its energy needs from its traditional supplies to the new exporters as Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan.

The regional relations were affected from energy security concerns and played a prominent role in the formation of regional allies and cooperation. Projects of pipelines and seaport terminals for delivering of oil and gas to the markets were economically and politically important for the transit and central network countries. The availability of multiple transportation routes for oil and gas can contribute to the energy security for both exporters and importers. This also might be helpful to decrease of dependence on any particular pipeline in case of conflicts in the region by either terrorist attacks or inter-state clashes.

The Jewish lobby in the US worked for the realization of the BTC pipeline which might be used for the Jewish State in the SWAC. The BTC pipeline would be important for Israel and Turkey which would lessen the dependence of both countries to the Arab and traditional oil exporters. This would freer foreign policy creation for Turkey, particularly to those related with the Arab states, in case of energy demands. This would be a factor to boost the relations between Turkey and Israel which would be encouraged by the American Jewish lobby.

President of Azerbaijan, Haydar Aliyev, met with the American Jewish leaders in August 1997, for their support in an active campaign to promote the BTC project on Capitol Hill. The concerted lobbying campaign reflected the confluence of interests of Turkey, Israel and Azerbaijan.

This BTC pipeline, despite its limitation of carrying of gas and oil, will provide some flexibility in Azerbaijani foreign policy. The pipeline provided a diversified form of relations for Azerbaijan with Turkey, Georgia and Israel. Azerbaijan largely followed a policy on Iran on the line of the US and Israel during the 1990s. This BTC pipeline would facilitate reliable and shortest delivery of Azerbaijani oil to the western markets by avoiding Iranian and Russian territories. For Turkey, Ceyhan port will be an important oil terminal in the Mediterranean Sea. It is expected that the BTC will transfer 15 Million tons of Azerbaijani oil to the Mediterranean Sea.

Azerbaijan requested reassurance of Turkey and the US that Azerbaijani interests would be protected from Iranian meddling in oil exploration on its Caspian continental shelf. Iran did not like what was happening by the BTC project in Azerbaijan. The Iranian authorities disputed the maritime and seabed boundaries demarcating its sector and the legal status of...
Caspian Sea. According to the Azerbaijani officials since the collapse of the Soviet Empire, Iranian supported Armenia during the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, opposed Azeri policy on the Caspian Sea, worked against on the realization of the BTC pipeline and Azeri integration with the west. Iran opposed the project while this would deprive Iranian potential oil transportation revenues. Iranian gunboats have made several incursions into Azerbaijani territorial waters. The last violation occurred on 23 July 2001, when an Iranian warship ordered to an Azerbaijani exploration ship, hired from the British Petroleum, to withdraw from exploration operations in a disputed zone. In a show of force and to express support for Azerbaijan, Turkey sent its Chief of the General Staff, Hüseyin Kıvrıkoğlu, to Baku and a squadron of the Turkish Air Force to participate in the air show in the Azerbaijani capital. Israel has shadowed this operation, which was a kind of indication that Azerbaijan will be supported in case of a conflict by Turkey and with its western allies. Overall trade between Israel and Azerbaijan constituted a small amount ($23 million in 1996-1998) compared to the availability of potentials of $1 billion. Moreover Israel has been importing oil from Azerbaijan since 1991. The Azerbaijani-Turkish trade volume for the same period constituted of $832 million. This might seem greater volume compared to Israelis, nevertheless, the potentiality and proximity of the two economies far greater than Israelis. Oil is the dominant commodity in the trade relation between the countries.

Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, stated that his country interested in importing Azerbaijani oil through the BTC pipeline when he visited Azerbaijan in 1997. On the other hand, Russia proposed two alternative oil pipelines, one of them through under the Black Sea to Samsun and the other one is will be to Turkey through Armenia. These pipelines would be planned for a further extension to Israel. The BTC pipeline began to deliver Azeri oil to the markets in July 2006. Nevertheless, the volume of Azerbaijani oil capacity would not be sufficient enough for the economically feasible outcome of the pipeline. On the other hand, Kazakhstan as the largest regional oil producer in the region made a commitment to supply additional oil to make the BTC commercially viable for the investors and for the consumer markets. The BTC pipeline capacity is projected to be 1 million-barrels/day. The general expectation was/is that Kazakhstan might pump Kazak oil through an underwater cross-Caspian pipeline which required a new pipeline construction from Aktau to Baku for the BTC pipeline. With the Kazak oil the BTC pipeline would be profitable for the contracting partners.

Turkey’s geo-strategic location at the crossroads of the two continents has made it an ideal location for the construction of an energy network corridor linking Caspian oil and gas
producers with the consumers of the western markets. The main concern on Turkish internal and foreign policy in the post Cold War years was concentrated on energy security.53 Ceyhan seaport terminal will be an important outlet both for current existing Kirkuk Ceyhan oil pipeline for Iraqi oil exports and potential future Caspian oil exports with the BTC pipeline.54 The Turkish authorities proved to being a reliable ally for the western interests as a stable and reliable democratic country in the region. This is helpful Turkey’s competitive advantage in the pipeline construction and infrastructure projects of building and maintenance in the region for the world markets.

**Gas Synergy in the SWAC, Israel in focus**

Israel wanted to use the BTC and its extension to Israel for its political and economic gain in the region. Israel will be able to eliminate its regional isolation. The Jewish State would guarantee a reliable source of oil and gas for its ever expanding demand for growing industry without any disturbance of the Persian Gulf states. It is estimated that Israel needed 282.5 billion cubic feet (Bcf) annually by 2010. In Israel demand for natural gas has grown exponentially since the 1980s and has been projected to reach 282.5 billion cubic feet (Bcf) annually by 2010.55

The Israel Electric Company is planning to invest $1.5 billion in the construction of eight additional natural gas power plants in Israel. The Turkish policymakers wanted to take part in the supply of natural gas and oil to Israel through Turkey. In this way Turkey will participate in the projects for the Israeli power network which might be extended further cooperation in other fields. Zorlu holding signed a contract to participate in the construction of the Ashdod gas-based power plant for % 20 shares in Israel in October 2005. The plant will produce a significant amount of energy 100 MW annually.56 The Israeli authorities had to consider the diversification of gas supply from multiple sources in order to meet secure and reliable energy. The BTC is a real alternative, for Israel, with its potential of Kazak and Turkmen gas and oil. A company from Israel, Merhav, is investing in Turkmenistan as the largest foreign contractor for the reconstruction and upgrading of Turkmen refineries. Merhav controlled $1.4 billion worth of contracts in Turkmenistan energy business.57

Prior to 1997, Caspian region natural gas was delivered through the re-export route from Turkmenistan via the Russian natural gas pipeline system. Russia had originally intended to deliver gas to the Turkish market by extending its Central Asian pipeline and connecting it to the existing Russian natural gas pipeline to Georgia and then via a new pipeline to Turkey. In October 1998, Merhav negotiated with the Turkmenbashi government for a $3 billion deal to
build a trans-Caspian gas pipeline (TCGP) that would bypass Russian territory. Earlier that same month, Turkish President Süleyman Demirel and Saparmurat Niyazov signed a long-term agreement for the supply of Turkmeni gas to Turkey via the Israeli Merhav-backed pipeline. This pipeline was expected to be a substantial component of the US sponsored “East-West corridor” and would run along the BTC pipeline. The BTC project was approved by the Turkish, American, Azerbaijani, Georgian, Kazak and Turkmen governments in October 1998. The BTC project expected a high cost and financially was not liable. Nevertheless, it was an important step forward for long-term diplomatic, strategic and political purposes. The American government hoped from the project would guarantee Turkey’s energy needs, and possibly be a future power source for Israel as its main partner in the region.

Russia is not only the largest producer of natural gas in the world, but it has vigorously competed for natural gas delivery to Turkey since the mid-1990s. Ultimately, the Russian gas monopoly Gazprom was able to harness its influence among Turkish and Israeli business lobbies and thus to realize the controversial Blue Stream project to be discussed. Negotiations are now underway to extend the Russian pipeline through the Turkish territory from the Mediterranean to Israel.

**Turkish Gas Demands and Its Supply**

Turkey has begun shifting from oil to natural gas which is heavily dependent on imports for its energy production and industrial needs. Turkish consumption of natural gas has increased dramatically within a decade from 150 Billion cubic feet (Bcf) in 1991 to 748 Bcf in 2003. The Turkish authorities had signed gas import contracts for a total of around 1.8 trillion cubic feet (tcf) per year. The signed contract amount was far above the actual needs and revised the estimation down by %45 by BOTAŞ (the state natural gas and pipeline company), from about 1.6 tcf to under 0.9 tcf in 2005.

Erbakan government signed a natural contract with Iran, which was criticized by various internal and external interest groups in August 1996. There were writers who described this deal as a representation of a broader Erbakan campaign to improve its relations with the predominantly Muslim world as a part of D-8 project. The gas supplied from Iran to Turkey was expected to cover about %19 of Turkish needs by the year 2010. Despite the planned Trans-Caspian Pipeline construction suspension in 2002, the new discovery in the Shah Deniz reduced Turkmenistan’s leverage in negotiations over the delivery capacity of the pipeline. On the other hand, Turkey behaved heavy handed in signing
an agreement with Azerbaijan due to the over-commitments in the previously signed gas importation agreements with Iran and Russia. Russia and Iran were strict on their agreements with Turkey over their purchase, and requested “take-or-pay” provisions on Turkey. In case of the event that the Turkish government fails to purchase contracted gas, Turkey had to pay for the gas which was not used. The provision included cash penalties of up to $1 billion per year if Turkey does not live up to the letter of the contract. Moreover, Turkey was not allowed to re-export Russian gas to the third parties of importers. Nevertheless, the parties managed to reach a settlement that reduced both the price and the take or pay percentage in the late 2003. Further discussion on the clauses of the contract renegotiated, but the discretion remained in the hand of the Russian side. On the other hand, Turkey continued its cooperation with Azerbaijan on gas transportation and energy security and, signed an agreement on the gas export deal from the Shah Deniz field. According to the agreement, Azerbaijan is to deliver 70 Bcf of natural gas to Turkey in 2006, then 177 Bcf in 2007, and around 223 Bcf per year from 2009 through 2020. By the year of 2010 Azerbaijan is expected to supply about 13% of total Turkish gas imports. Moreover, Turkey and Azerbaijan are proceeding to construct the Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum gas (the South Caucasus Gas pipeline) pipeline which will run parallel to the BTC. These projects are expected to boost the East-West “energy corridor,” in the coming years. Azerbaijani economic self-sufficiency and geopolitical stance will be improved with the Turkish support of transferring Azerbaijan gas and connection of Azeri to the Euro-Atlantic community.

The Blue Stream (Mavi Akım) Impacts on the BTC Gas Usage

The Blue Stream (Mavi Akım) submerged gas pipeline was completed under the Black Sea in October 2002 and officially opened in November of 2005. The pipeline runs from Russian port Dzhugba to Samsun in Turkey (see Map:2 and Map:3). The projected capacity of the pipeline is 275,700 billion barrels a day. A sole dependence on any particular foreign supplier is weakening a country’s ‘energy’ security. Russia aimed a strategic goal to re-establish itself as the “great energy power” in the region. This would be achieved by aiming be the dominant power in the energy business as an exporter and a network of transferring gas and oil. Therefore, energy is seen as the key to the new Russian foreign policy doctrine, namely routes of oil and gas distribution networks, control of energy resources and electricity grids of the neighboring countries, as well the domination in oil and gas supply to Europe. The Turkish government’s decision to go ahead with the Blue Stream project was the result of intense lobbying of particularly GAMA, ENKA, and Tekfen who heavily invested in Russia.
Both the True Path Party (Doğru Yol Partisi) government under Tansu Çiller (1993-1997) and the Motherland (Anavatan) government led by Mesut Yılmaz (1997-2000) were implicated in influence-peddling to secure the Blue Stream project. Corruption scandals were associated with all stages of negotiations and construction of the project.\textsuperscript{69}

The signed contract had a geopolitical significance as regarded the “turnabout” in Turkish-Russian relations. It was signed during the Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin visit to Turkey on 16-17 December 1997.\textsuperscript{70} Nevertheless, Justice and Development (AK) government harshly criticized the gas deal concluded by the previous governments and made attempts to reductions in Turkey’s dependence on Russia in 2003. The Justice and Development government aimed to reduce the dependence on Russian supplied natural gas from \%70 to \%30 within five years.\textsuperscript{71}

The Blue Stream project undermined long-term Turkish energy independence and security. Russia gain upper hand over Turkey in this contract by through the legal mechanism of the “take-or-pay” provisions and Turkey had to pay exorbitant penalty fees for suspension of pumping Russian gas into its distribution system.\textsuperscript{72} The contract is forcing Turkey to think twice on the Turkish intention of supporting the newly independent Turkish Republics in Central Asia. Direct imports of the Turkish republics natural gas has become less tangible and much more financially taxing for Turkey.

**New Initiatives in Energy Cooperation**

The completion of the BTC was the turning point in the energy cooperation between Baku, Tbilisi, Ankara, and Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{73} The inauguration ceremony for the BTC pipeline, supported by the US, took place in the Turkish Mediterranean port on 6 July 2006.\textsuperscript{74} Israel sent his Minister of National Infrastructures Binyamin Ben-Eliezer to the ceremony in which there were other 36 countries representatives. Israel interested in to build an extension to the BTC pipeline up to its Red Sea port in Eilat (600 km) in order to deliver Caspian oil and gas to the Eastern markets.\textsuperscript{75}

The first delivery of Azerbaijani oil via the BTC reached Israel in July 2006. It was only the sixth delivery of crude oil via the pipeline to the Turkish terminal of Ceyhan to the international markets. As a matter of general policy, Israel keeps the sources of its energy imports and some other national issues confidential. Nevertheless, if previously Israel had been secretly purchasing Azerbaijani oil, from now on, the Israeli authorities announced this sale publicly in order to underscore the strategic nature of Azerbaijani-Turkish-Israeli cooperation.\textsuperscript{76} The Azerbaijani and Turkish sides took significant political and economic risks
by selling and transferring oil to Israel in defiance of the regime of Iranian and the Arab extremists. Currently, the sixth part of Israeli oil imports comes from Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{77} When the Azeri-Chirag-Günesli (ACG) oil field in the Azerbaijani Caspian shelf reaches its maximum extraction capacity, Azerbaijan is expected to generate $29 billion in oil revenue over the next 20 years.\textsuperscript{78}

Israel interested in purchasing the natural gas from the Shah Deniz field which might reach the extraction volume of 9 Billion cubic meters annually with a prospect of reaching 24 Billion cubic meters. Israel needs to import 1.7 Billion cubic meters of gas, some of which could come from Azerbaijan. It is also proposed to extend the completed Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum natural gas pipeline to the Ceyhan energy hub in Turkey. The Israeli officials made clear their interests on purchasing as much Azerbaijani gas as possible and discussed this possibility with their Turkish counterparts for a long-term contract.\textsuperscript{79}

**Conclusion**

The post-Cold War years brought an end the Soviet Union threats posed to Turkey and in the wider region. Nonetheless, Turkey faced with a number of new challenges aroused in the region to their general security issues. The Turkish authorities tried to transform Turkey’s status from a “consumer of security” to a “security producer” in the region for the world markets. This initiative required to face and overcome of a number of challenges regionally and internationally. Moreover, the end of the Cold War and globalization has shifted the pattern of security paradigm to a new non-military issue, such as energy security. Meanwhile, regional oil and gas producers like Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Russia were looking to take advantage of the ongoing conflict in the Persian Gulf and the rising demands of petrochemical energy sources in the world markets.

In the post-Soviet Union era provided new opportunities for the world consumers and the regional countries to gain undisturbed access to reliable sources of petrochemicals in the Caucasus and Central Asia. Azerbaijan was/is in a favorable position due to its geographical location for transferring Central Asian resources to the western markets. The energy demand and new atmosphere required fresh international initiatives either bilaterally or multilateral cooperation and conflicts.\textsuperscript{80}

The sharing and distribution of the petrochemical resources in the Caspian shelf were problematic among the neighbors of the Sea in the early 1990s. Therefore, energy security became as a major issue in the area which might an affect to the world energy markets. Meanwhile, the two western-leaned regional democratic countries relations were diversified.
in the various fields. Therefore the relations between Turkey and Israel were a helpful movement in promoting the independence and economic viability of Azerbaijan and their cooperation with the other potential Central Asian Turkish republics. This two countries’ stance as ‘the power of balance’ was supported by the US against Russian and Iranian challenges in the power balance in the Caucasus and Caspian regions. The task was not so easy to implement; nonetheless, the US government indicated its official support for the region beginning with the BTC project support after 1995.

An inauguration ceremony for the BTC oil pipeline was realized in Ceyhan on 6 July 2006. This pipeline went round of the territories of Russia and Armenia, both of which have close relations with Iran. This geopolitical project was built to transport Caspian oil to the Turkish port of Ceyhan for the western markets, which supported Azerbaijan’s economic and political independence against the Russian and Iranian interests and challenges. This was important for the American and Israeli policy makers who shared the same original perceptions and realized the strategic value of the construction of this pipeline. Israeli officials began to discuss possible plans with Turkey to extend the BTC to Israel for the Eastern markets. Although, Turkey’s overall strategy from the BTC was not fully completed yet, due to successful challenges of the Russian policies. This had taken places as the locking dominant country-producers, Russia, of hydrocarbons into the Russian energy network.

The active and planned (the BTC and the South Caucasus Gas) pipelines will make a significant contribution to the overall economic viability and environmental security of all transit countries, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. This is particularly important in economic and environmental perspectives of commercial exploitation for Georgia and Azerbaijan. These two countries more or less dependent on these pipelines’ transit fees as significant sources of their national revenue. Turkey, on the other hand, can collect a regulated low transit fees compare to its economic size, $40 million annually in the last six years; it is expected to rising to $300 million when the pipeline reaches its full capacity. Nevertheless, the overall Turkish expectation from the BTC business was/is to earn $1.5 billion. This includes pipeline and terminal operations, transit fees, and upstream investments. It is forecast that the Caspian region could pump over 6 million barrels a day, roughly %6 of the daily world oil demand by 2020.81

In the near future, energy, water, and environment security issues might be the most important components of the relationship among the regional countries. In such an environment, the cooperation and alliances will play higher role for the national and regional security among the parties. With the BTC and planned pipelines, the safety against environmental disasters of
the Turkish Straits will be lessened, since a significant portion of oil tanker traffic through the Turkish straits would be eliminated.\textsuperscript{82} The full capacity pipeline will avoid around 450-500 additional tanker movements a year, which approximately consisted of %35 of current tanker movements through the Bosporus and Dardanelles. In addition to this, Russians’ exports toward the Baltic ports decreased from 3.1 million bbl/d to the levels in 2006, nonetheless, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan augment crude production and exports in the near future will expected to increase the current traffic (50,000 vessels, including 5,500 oil tankers passing through annually) of the Straits.\textsuperscript{83} (See the Map:2 for proposed Bosporus Bypass Options).

In the sphere of natural gas, the increasingly important alternative commodity to oil, the results of the cooperation are less propitious. The Blue Stream contract stipulates that Russia has exclusive rights to construction and operation of the Blue Stream pipeline project. Any initiative to change the current statuesque is challenged by the Russian policies in the region as in the example of the Russian invasion of Georgia in August 2008. Nevertheless, there are potential opportunities to be discovered as in the Blue Stream project which might be an energy bridge not only in the east-west direction, but also north-south, by transferring Russian natural gas to Israel for the Eastern markets. Under this and possible future scenarios, Turkey has a great potential to increase its geopolitical stature in the SWAC and fulfill the gap of energy security provider for the Greater Europe.\textsuperscript{84}
The recent developments’ implication in the medium-term, Russia would be expected to reap most of the financial benefits as the exclusive gas exporter and transit country of the region and the world. Russia has capacity to exert political influence and economic leverage over Turkey at the present bilateral energy relations. The possible projects to deliver oil, gas, electricity, and water from the sources countries through Turkey to the Asian and to the European markets holds the promise of a promising breakthrough for Turkey and possible involving Israel in this energy and security businesses. On the other hand, the recent conflict between Russia and Georgia in August 2008 had important implications for the West in general, Turkey, Israel and the US in particular in the energy security issue and political stance in the region. The conflict was near the BTC and South Caucasus pipelines, critical for delivering energy resources to the Western markets. Russia sent a clear message to the international community about who can ‘control’ and ‘in charge’ on the delivery and distribution of the natural resources in the area extending from the Caucasus to Central Asia. This indicates that energy game is not fully over and there are a lot of projects and cooperation will take places as the challenges will go on in the region.
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